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Gypsy Jerk
black night descending
the citadel defending
against ANYTHING THAT MOVES!!!
ripping asunder
the fabric of our lives...
what matters more? fortune? estate?
PREPARE FOR WAR!!!
against all who challenge
give us something to HATE!
free thinking, now outdated,
replaced by fear!
the time has come,
tame the gypsy jerk!
the freedom walker!!!
kill the torch bearer!
all hail! ALL HAIL!!!!

    
    GOOMH

Understanding nothing,
You still play the judge.
With your fear and status,
You won't ever budge...
From your shiny throne!

You don't really know me,
Yet you think you do.
Do I scare you that much?
Yes I think I do!
And I will test your faith...

Don't decide things for me!
Don't try to protect...
Anyone from me!
Take your notions somewhere else!
Get out of my head...

If you could you'd own me.
That's the way you work!
And you'll try to blame me,
Calling me the jerk...
But I know who's really cooperating!

Understanding nothing,
You still play the judge.
With your fear and status,
You won't ever budge...
From your shiny throne!

Don't decide things for me!
Don't try to protect...
Anyone from me!
Take your notions somewhere else!
Get out of my head...

BIFFOZ 1:2

BIFFOZ 2:2



Incantation
Come, horizon, hold...
Be not fidget-gadgetry
on gray dot spirit waves.
Your ghosts are omnipresent,
blizzard-blur god, black and white...
Glorious, You ride the air and extend
Your wiry tendrils to touch our lives, sing
sitcomsitcom celestial sponsor priests
sell sacred macaroni and nirvana behind
curtain number three, altar of plastic
faux woodgrain messiah, chant
lux-in-livingroom, we have come
to worship

You, we kneel
in reverence before
Thee, cyclops saviour...

(continues on next sheet)

Dormant divinity, You rest as
we prepare the ceremony, first light
of Saturday, as altar boys race reverent
down the stairs to lie prone before Thee, waiting...
Pajama virgins gather, clutching sacrificial
barbiedolls,
eager for your teachings, innocent disciples
giggle-witness cereal ritual, red, green, blue,
the Trinity:
             snap,
                   crackle, 
                            pop...

Freak Wednesday modulated god
we freeze, content
in dull adoration, watch
over us with Thy steel gray eye, anoint
us electric, accept our minds and children...

There is unrest in the temple;
sneaking nova Cains enabled
plot to steal the sacrificial lambs, as books
lobbed by the savage PTA mob 
strike Thy cathode martyr face,
as crucified You bleed electrons for our sins
and radiate that haunting gameshow smile,
serene in immortality.

Lupine
I stand on one foot
Petals scattered all around me
Losing my balance

TIM NELSON 1:2

TIM NELSON 2:2



ANDERS ÖSTBERG  No ones garden Poem by Marita Ekblad. Sonic background (sinus tones) and 
reading by Anders Östberg. Recorded in March 2005. ostberg@mac.se  www.andersostberg.net

GYDJA  The Strange Metamorphosis of Animals Poem by Charlotte Hurley © Charlotte Hurley. Narrated by 
Charlotte Hurley. Music and sound design by Gydja. www.gydja.com  info@gydja.com

 



No ones garden
At some places along the walk
lies last years leaves in disorder
comes into memories for flora and fauna 
of the remaining woods
for she who strolls for pleasure

no human hand has carried them away

Let everything be, have trust in the untidy
leaves between the grey boulders
gives new life to the risen blood vessels

The Strange Metamorphosis of Animals
On the sticky Sunshine Coast
Fat bats, fruit-fed
Flap low through palms
On balmy nights,

Shadows of darkness deeper
Than the night’s black
That burrow into the secret folds
Of palms’ thick skirts.

In Wellington’s windy winter dusk 
Through moaning pines
Crowing magpies soar and shriek 
Their pilfering intent,

They spread their wings
And fly too close
As their steely eyes 
Eye mine up for size.

At an East Cape beach
In fearful sea, alone
For beyond the reef I've seen
The charcoal stingrays glide,

Winging their way
Through waters, dark 
Yet trailing longer
Through doubt-edged dreams.

The flicker of these creatures haunt
With morph of ancient flight,
Like Escher’s lines of blackened shapes
In merge from rays to bats to birds.

ANDERS ÖSTBERG

GYDJA



ADAM J WIMBUSH Noone Basically the piece folds and loops the sounds of arabic words split into 

syllabels back onto them selves to create non existing words, narratives and new interpretations of the 

exsiting poem, these have produced moments which on playback have trancended language and touch me 

emotionally. These choice moments created the basis of the track, i intentionally cut myself off from the 

original poem, allowing myself to 'feel' the prescence, or shadow of the original concept behind the 

writing. Hence we have a translated translated translation, so rather than reading we are hearing, so 

stimulated in a rather different way, there is no conclusion just moving music, language as a tool for 

understanding has been altered, let the sounds describe what the words cant, calligraphy of sounds, 

a sonic-scribe, the sound of hundreds of words uttered simoultaneously but understood, open your ears to 

the voice flood.  ascsoms@yahoo.co.uk
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I follow'd the froth on the yellow potatoe tree
Obssesion erupting in visions
A logical canyon seemed to invelope
On the alien weather bubble surface
Very careful labia, lavish spine spread
Before discovering this book
Dappled being spoken snatch tomb
Chemistry stormed the pitch in afterlife
The kings disorientated butler teared
Proton cardi in woven fast blue
The cat thought too hard paw at brow
Heat continued with no sound
I exchanged air
Only two books and she woke
Seeing conditions terrifying
Salt from the heavenly tear drop
Spoon gasping front face mosaic burner
Woven ambitions white in release
Address the gold corners of seduction

It’s about shirts
the writings on the wall
but it's getting hard to read
i need some thicker glasses
for my eyes to truely feed
upon the mysteries within the light
why do i feel that's it's becoming an endless night.

the horses in the stable 
the chickens on their eggs
i need some plastic kneecaps
so i can use my legs 
and run around in circles
serving you
that's not exactly what
i really want to do!

KLÔBÜCHAR 

ADAM J WIMBUSH


